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Gym Challenge

Tip of the Spear

In 2018, we partnered with 24 Hour Fitness! Not only did we pay for monthly memberships for AV-ators
who visited the gym at least six times, but AV-ators who hit the gym most consistently throughout the
year were entered in a gift card drawing. To qualify for the gold tier, AV-ators had to attend the gym at least
192 times; the silver tier required at least 156 visits; and the

Winners

Gold Tier - $800 prize
Jeremy Laniksmith
Chris McDermott
Andre Totari

Silver Tier - $500 prize
Erin Mock
Jennifer Olarte
Courtney Saefong

Bronze Tier - $300 prize
Lindsay Eskildsen
Eva Meng
Carolina Burgan

Top YTD Standings
Erin Mock - 238 visits
Jennifer Olarte - 223 visits
Jeremy Laniksmith - 214 visits
Andre Totari & Lindsay Eskildsen - 209 visits
Patrick Young - 205 visits
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gear and we move into the next decade of life at Alta Vista, we are focusing on looking forward to the firm we want to be in the future, and putting in place the structure we need to get there.

do matters if our AV-ators don’t make it home safe and sound. Since Alta Vista was

Congratulations to all of

2018

We’re entering an exciting time for infrastructure (and for Alta Vista). As 2019 kicks into

One of the foundational elements of our culture and identity is safety—nothing we

bronze tier required at least 120 visits.

the winners!

Insider

2019

Gym Challenge
Gold
211 Visits - $700 Gift Card

Silver
172 Visits - $500 Gift Card

Bronze
132 Visits - $300 Gift Card

Grand Prize

founded, we’ve worked diligently to create a culture of safety and have put in place
the processes, awareness, and leadership needed to make it a true priority. While we explore the future and continue to progress as a company, safety will remain front and center
of our efforts. With this in mind, the front and back covers of this Insider edition call out
safety by showcasing the design of our new wallet card. In the pages that follow, Pat Lowry
gives the full background on how we developed this “ace of spades,” inspired by an idea
from Chris Gould. We also take a more in-depth look at what makes up a true safety culture
with this issue’s Vista Vision.
With safety as our backbone, you’ll also see how we are learning and growing as a business
in 2019 and beyond. In a special feature, Paul Bews gives us a look at our five newly-refined
business lines, explaining the history behind them, how they support our sectors, and how
they’ll drive who Alta Vista is. Paul also provides a deep dive into how quality management

AV-ator with the most gym attendances - $1,000 gift
card*

will play a key role in the future of California’s infrastructure, and Megan Lawrence shares

One winner will be selected from each tier. If you
did not win in your tier, you will be entered into the
tier below for a second chance. If there is a tie for
the grand prize, the prize will be split between the
winners.

es and meet new legislative requirements. Jessica Forbes also writes on how engineering

*The grand prize winner(s) will not be entered into the
bronze/silver/gold raffle

an update on how our quality management team is helping our clients streamline processinforms pop culture with her “Culture at Large” article on the show The 100.
As always, this edition of Insider will also keep you up-to-date on all the latest certifications,
awards, and more key events in the lives of our AV-ators. We hope you enjoy the new digital
Insider experience, and as always, be safe and do right.
Corporate Communications Team
Paul, Jordona, Lindsay, Courtney, Lucy and Justin
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So what are our business lines?

LiningUp

As we move forward into the future, Alta Vista’s

Success

by Paul Bews

leadership recently took a close look at all of our

Alta Vista Sectors & Business Lines

Alta Vista is a diversified and focused company that serves seven industry
sectors through five business lines, unified and directed through our vision,
mission and values.

Alta Vista Business Lines

support our growth as we pursue new work, and help
drive our vision of what we want our company to be

services and capabilities. Through this effort, we

and to do in the future. While most of our existing work

looked at our seven industry sectors and defined five

fits within these areas, assigning a lead AV-ator to each

key business lines that we will continue to develop and

business line and giving careful thought to how we

focus on. You will see these business lines represented

define them is providing more structure to support our

on our website, in our business plans, and in our

organization, diversification, and growth. Take a look

marketing materials in coming months.

below for a quick summary of what each business line

As we diversify our client base and expand our industry
sectors, defining our core service areas in this way will

encompasses, and look forward to hearing more about
our work in each area!

Alta Vista’s five business lines:
Engineering

Engineering - Bahjat Dagher

Private

Bahjat Dagher

Federal

Energy

Patrick Young

This business line is focused on offering structural and roadway materials engineering solutions both at the

Patrick Young

Bahjat Dagher

Local Agencies

Rail

Paul Bews

Paul Bews

Water

Jinesh Mehta

State DOTs

Alta Vista Sectors

project and program level. This includes metallurgical engineering, coatings and corrosion engineering, welding
engineering, and concrete technology engineering. Engineers working in this business line consult on in-process
construction projects.

Inspection
This business line is focused on structural and materials destructive and nondestructive testing and sampling, and
will act in support of all other business lines with hands on analysis and assessment of materials.

Infrastructure Services
This business line is focused on project management and construction

Inspection - Mike Foerder

management (PM/CM). This includes engineering support, construction
inspection and integrated support services including cost control,
requirements management and contract administration.

Infrastructure Services - Paul Bews

Quality Management
This business line offers assurance framework development (quality
oversight, ISO certification support, risk assurance management, and

Quality Management - Megan Lawrence

quality management systems as well as performance improvement
services (business transformation, Lean/Six Sigma, project management,
Baldrige/CMMI).

Asset Management - Rami Boundouki

Asset Management
This business line is focused on assessment and maintenance of in-service
structures. This includes visual inspection, structural health monitoring and
data management of bridges and other structures in service. Program-level

At Alta Vista we provide our services (business lines) across seven sectors.
5
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software engineering and IT support also falls under this business line.

Take a look at
our website for
more info on
our sectors and
business lines...
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Our Ace of Spades
by Pat Lowry

I

t was a long day of pulling mines
out of the ground in Bosnia. We
were hot, tired, and needed to
blow up the mines we had pulled
out of the ground. We removed
five anti-tank mines—a really good
day by any standard of measure.
These mines were old; they were
actually made in the 1940s. We
placed the mines on a large bunker
and positioned them in a manner
to implode the structure. We ran
the detonating cord back about
500 yards and pulled the initiator.
I immediately knew that we didn’t
get full detonation. When I walked
back to the mines to investigate
the situation, I discovered that
one of the mines had split in two.
Fragments of the sensitized TNT
had flown across the trench into
another minefield and started a
fire in the forest. I looked around
and told my fellow soldier to go
back to our convoy and grab some
more C-4. We only had 10 more
minutes in our approved blast
window before we would have to
wait several more hours
for another one.
I
then

7

Our work is never so
important that we cannot
take the time to do it safely.

hopped over the trench and
started putting the fire out. After
about 30 seconds, I realized I
was standing in the middle of a
minefield, alone, stomping on the
ground. WHAT WAS I THINKING?

some unrealistic expectation in our
heads about how fast we should
finish a task. The fact is that we
all could use a reminder to slow
down and remember that nothing
is more important than getting
home safely.

Many of you have already heard
this story and I like to repeat it When the Safety Committee
to emphasize how ludicrous and got together a few months ago
to brainstorm ideas to improve
...we all could use a
our safety culture, it was Chris
Gould who told us about his
reminder to slow down
experiences in the military where
and remember that
every individual was given an ace
nothing is more important
of spades to trump any unsafe act
than getting home safely.
or request. That was the genesis
of the Alta Vista safety card. Every
stupid some of our choices are AV-ator should carry the card as a
when we are rushing to get a job reminder that we put safety above
done. While I hope that most of everything else we do. The card
you have not done something as also gives you the authority and
stupid as stomping on the ground responsibility to stop any unsafe
in a minefield, I think we have acts you observe and to refuse
all found ourselves in situations ANY request to perform work
where our judgment lapses while that YOU feel is unsafe. Teamwork
rushing to finish our work.
ensures that we have each others'
backs, so don’t stop looking out
There is reason that the very first to make sure that your fellow AVsafety principle on our safety card ators and yourself are staying safe!
is “Our work is never so important
that we cannot take the time to
do it safely.” Most safety accidents
... it was Chris Gould who
occur when we start to rush. It
told us about his experiences
might be because we need to get
in the military where every
home to pick up our kids from
individual was given an
school, it might be that the next
episode of Game of Thrones
ace of spades to trump any
is about to start, or it might
unsafe act or request.
just be that we have created
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Permitting Excellence with
Assembly Bill 1282
by Megan Lawrence
What is AB 1282?
In October of 2017, the governor of California
approved Assembly Bill 1282 (AB 1282). AB
1282 required the secretary of transportation,
in consultation with the secretary of the Natural
Resources Agency and California Environmental
Protection Agency, to establish a Transportation
Permitting Task Force by April 1, 2018. This task
force, consisting of representatives from multiple
state agencies, was established to develop a process

for early engagement of all parties in development
of transportation projects; establish reasonable
deadlines for permit approvals; and provide greater
certainty of permit approval requirements. The bill
requires the secretary of transportation to prepare
and submit a report of task force findings to the
relevant legislative policy and fiscal committees by
December 1, 2019.

Quality Tools

What does AB 1282 have to do with Alta Vista?
In order to comply with AB 1282,
the task force must submit a report
to Legislature, including findings
regarding existing permitting
processes. This is where we come
in! The Quality Management team
has been touring the state, conducting
on-site process mapping workshops with
key stakeholders throughout California
including Caltrans, State Water Resource
Control Board, Regional Water Quality Control
Boards, US Army Corps of Engineers, California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the California

Coastal Commission to gain an understanding
of the current state of permitting processing for
transportation projects. Through the use of quality
tools, such as, process mapping, value stream maps,
affinity diagrams, nominal vote, and more the
team has been able to identify points within
the process at which delays are most likely
to occur and develop a robust list of
recommendations for improvements
to reduce permit processing time,
promote early engagement,
and ensure greater certainty of
permit approval requirements.
8
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Vista Vision

FORMAL SAFETY PROCESSES
Safety policies and procedures

Compliance with safety
requirements

Job hazard analysis and a
risk-based approach

PROCESSES ALONE
WON’T KEEP US SAFE!
Processes must be supported with good
safety culture.

SAFE
Ensure involvement of all parties
with a “safety first” mentality
and principles

Evident commitment and
communication

Rewarding of positive behavior

GOOD SAFETY CULTURE
9

Alta Vista is committed to good
safety culture through:
• Two-way communication
• AV-ator involvement
• Provision of learning opportunities
• Leadership and accountability
10
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For this reason, quality is key to success particularly for large-scale, complex programs such as those that
California is preparing to undertake.

The Key to California’s
Infrastructure Challenge

What might this quality approach look like?
This quality approach must accomplish several things for owner agencies:

by Paul Bews and Lucy Sims

W

e live in an exciting time for urban and
metropolitan areas worldwide. In California,
we’re already preparing for a multitude of landmark
projects, improved mobility for citizens, and an
improved and safer environment. From the 2028 LA
Olympics to the forthcoming second BART transbay
crossing, new public transit and highway projects are
taking shape throughout the state’s transit networks
that promise to transform our mobility. These efforts
will support a resilient, multi-modal transportation
capability that will keep California moving with safe,
reliable and world-class transportation infrastructure.

New public transit and highway

throughout the state [...] that will
ultimately keep California moving
with safe, reliable and world-class
transportation infrastructure.

These projects are ambitious—working with multiple
stakeholders, supporting population growth, and
effectively moving the 39.5 million people who live,
work and play within California is no easy task. What’s
more, new delivery methods introduce unique needs
and learning curves for large-scale projects and
programs. Owner agencies face significant challenges
here that may require new solutions.
These evolving needs and approaches call for a
similarly agile approach to quality and quality
management oversight that supports overarching
goals of safety, sustainability, quality, and on-time,
on-budget project and program delivery.
Why quality?

projects are taking shape

The quality of products and services offered by an
organization is a key indicator of its capability to
create value. Data published by the CMMI Institute
(see below) aligns with our own experience that
organizational capability to deliver successful projects
and programs encompasses much more than simple
quality control or reactive, after-the-fact end product
verification.

•

Create and support learning organizations and continuous improvement

•

Create a repository for corporate knowledge that can counter resource
constraints or turnover

•

Embed and institutionalize proportionate, principles-based approaches that
provide consistent and growing capability for assured project delivery

•

Provide progressive confidence to the owner, the public, and stakeholders
that all quality requirements are met so that projects can be accepted,
integrated and brought into operation

While different agencies and programs have unique
needs, our experience points to several elements that
contribute to an agile, effective quality management
program. For one, quality management approaches
can gain tremendous value by infusing international
and cross-sectoral perspectives and best practices
into an effective quality management approach.
By learning from similar programs across industries
and countries, California can build on analogous
past challenges. In addition, incorporating the

Quality management approaches
can gain tremendous value by

50%
Do not have
standard
processes and
job aids

42%

41%

33%

54%

Have no
Do not encourage Have difficulties Do not measure
established
employees to build monitoring plans
criteria that
planning process organizational
and adjusting
matter
capabilities
when needed

CMMI statistics on organizational capability, based on data from 10,000+ organizations across 106 countries
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infusing international and crosssectoral perspectives and best
practices into an effective quality
management approach

perspectives of owners, international infrastructure
delivery assurance experts, and lessons learned from
alternative delivery contexts can bring more diverse
expertise to bear.
An effective quality approach also needs to be
agile enough to support the innovative and at
times unprecedented programs on the horizon in
California. Flexibility, innovation, and understanding
of the variability in these projects are critical to this
work. Paired with industry learning and thorough
knowledge of requirements affecting these projects,
this means a quality program that is dynamic,
proportionate, and constantly evolves in response
to best practices, lessons learned and organizational
changes.
Equipped with tools that are ISO 9001:2015-compliant
and risk mitigating, robust and innovative approaches
to quality management have the potential to
streamline the delivery and acceptance of projects
without sacrificing quality. As these projects take
shape, I am excited to work towards and realize a
vision of sustainable quality mobility across the state.
12
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The 2018 Dance Your Belt Off Competition winners goes to...
the ladies of Alta Vista with their surprise flash mob!
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Certification Announcements

A

NHI Safety Inspection of
In-Service Bridges

March
Kevin Muser

API 1169 Pipeline
Construction Inspector

Promotions

New Hires

Bob Scott: Software Engineer III

January

Tonya Arian: HR Manager
Jeff Sulka: Engineer III
Carolina Burgan: Engineer III
Rami Boundouki: Vice President
15

Jake Kobliska

Michelle Abbott

Pursuing Quality Through Meticulous Attention to Detail:
Jake Kobliska has demonstrated his strong support of the client
and attention to detail by meticulously preparing for each
process mapping workshop and planning for every possible
eventuality during those discussions. Jake set a strong example
for the caliber of professional and technical support provided
by Alta Vista, which will grow our reputation across these state
agencies.

Strength of Mind: Michelle Abbott has stepped up in a
challenging time, taking on any task and demonstrating the
core value of strength of mind with a can-do attitude, proving
that hard work, drive and grit can make remarkable things
happen. She has been extremely agile in managing multiple
priorities on a daily basis while still finding time to update and
improve procedures.

A

A

Ken Riley

ICC Structural Welding
Special Inspector

Luis Magana
Materials Inspector – Richmond office

February
Khalil Alwan
Field Construction Inspector III – New York office

March

Obed Ondara

Joseph Lo Re

NHI Safety Inspection of
In-Service Bridges

A

January

January
A

February

A

Justin Cocolicchio

APMG Certified Public-Private
Partnership Professional

March

Megan Lawrence

ASQ Certified Six Sigma
Green Belt

A

December

A

February

A

December

A
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Value & Mission Award/AV-ator Award Winners
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Zolo Ganbaatar

Ben Szeto

Notification: Zolo Ganbaatar has quietly taken over
timesheets, payroll and accounts payable. She has worked
tirelessly to ensure that everyone is paid correctly on a timely
basis. She has made good suggestions for changes to policies
and procedures and always lends a hand when she’s able to.

Ben Szeto has gone above and beyond in providing support
on cost proposal requests and invoicing for the Statewide,
Alternative Delivery, and Emergency contracts. His meticulous
attention to detail and strength of mind has made the
logistical complexities of these projects seamless. Ben's ability
to resolve complex issues makes him a valued team member
for AV-ators, clients, and on-leave staff. Without him, the
incredible effort over these contracts would not have been
possible.
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February: AV-ators at Work

2019 Volume I

March

December: Best of 2018

Irene Kwan - Removing structural health monitoring equipment from the Bay
Bridge

Ken Riley - Opening of the new Mario Cuomo (Tappan Zee) Bridge
eastbound direction
17

Joseph Gentile - Tie plate repair areas and joints
18
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Weddings
Congratulations to Jessica and Brian Forbes for

arts

films

The

tying the knot on September 29, 2018 at Hart2Hart
Vineyards in Pilot Hill, CA! We wish you all the best

at

as you embark on this journey together.

talks

books

TV Show Review: The 100
Reviewed by Jessica Forbes

What is engineering? Is it just creating a product?
No, of course not—it's a way of life! Engineering, as
defined by Merriam-Webster, is “the application of
science and mathematics by which the properties of
matter and the sources of energy in nature are made
useful to people.” The key phrase here, "useful to
people," is one we often see in popular books, movies,
and television shows. The apocalyptic/dystopia genre,
in particular, showcases how our society fears for our
future while highlighting the hope that engineering
can help us survive. Take one of my favorite TV shows,
The 100, for example.
The 100, if you know nothing about it, is about one
hundred teenaged prisoners from a space-station
society who are sent to Earth as test subjects to see
if the planet is survivable decades after a nuclear
war. Since there are five seasons of this show and
counting, I don’t feel like it’s a huge spoiler to tell you
that the most of kids survive the journey to Earth.
After crash landing, the juveniles get to walk in safe,
open atmosphere for the first time in their lives. With
no parents, and only the resources provided by the
spaceship they crashed, it is up the kids to engineer
their own future.
19

Just think of everything humans need to survive,
like shelter, food, medicine, and good defense; all
of which can be obtained with civil, biological, biomedical, mechanical, and electrical engineering.
Throughout season one, the ex-prisoners are able
to construct a fortress, create a radio, establish a
greenhouse, teach themselves to hunt, and furnish
bombs from jet fuel. These unlikely heroes engineer
almost everything they need to survive by recycling
old parts and scavenging for raw material all while
trying to keep the collective from falling into anarchy.
Without engineering, these poor one hundred souls
wouldn’t even have made it past episode one; and
wouldn't that make for boring entertainment?

Baby AV-ators
Justin Cocolicchio
Congratulations to the Cocolicchio family on their beautiful baby girl!
Olivia Rose Cocolicchio was born on January 8, 2019 weighing in at 8
lbs 5 oz and measuring 20.5 inches long.

Anthony Valdez
Congratulations to the Valdez family on their beautiful baby girl! Amelia
Rose Valdez was born on January 8, 2019 weighing in at 6 lbs 3 oz and
measuring 20 inches long.

20
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We can't wait to welcome the next generation
of AV-ators into the world! Join us in
congratulating Erin Mock, Lindsay Eskildsen
and Suda Lee on their growing families.

Baby
AV-ato
r

Baby r
o
AV-at

Erin Mock

Due Date:

7/01/19

Lindsay Eskildsen
Due Date: 6/23/19

Suda L9/e16e/19

NEED I.T. SUPPORT?

WE GOT IT!

Due Date:

WE'VE LAUNCHED OUR

NEW WEBSITE!
Check it out at altavistasolutions.com

Fresh new look
Overall better user experience

FO R I .T. S U P P O R T:

Help.IT@altavistasolutions.com
510.987.8638
I.T. FAQs on Yammer

Easy access to learn about Alta Vista
Supports all screen sizes and devices

For any questions, feedback or comments, please
contact communications@altavistasolutions.com
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Go_Team-Go!!!

Smarch

Jordona Jackson Smith
Mohamed Abdelbarr
Ken Riley

Michelle Abbott
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Do Right

1. Our work is never so important
that we cannot take the time to
do it safely.
2. All levels of supervision and
management are accountable
for safety.
3. We will refuse unsafe work.
4. We will never allow someone
to step foot on a project site
without being properly trained.

